
1. KALTENHAUSEN (AUT) ABV: 4.1%
BERNSTEIN VIENNA LAGER
0,46L €2.80
Bernstein amber lager is held in very high esteem within the Austrian tradition of brewing, with its recipe dating back 
over 350 years. It is a light amber colored beer with a dense full-bodied appearance and a frothy off-white head. 
Flavor is moderate malty sweetness, grassy hops with a light texture. Aromas of grains, grass, honey and hops.

2. KALTENHAUSEN (AUT) ABV: 4.8%
KELLERBIER
0,46L €2.80
Kellerbier is a naturally cloudy, full-bodied and very easy to drink beer. Rocky white head on a cloudy yellow body with 
a golden hue. Aroma is sweet citrus, white bread, a little green and floral. Medium sweetness turns tart and a little 
bitter. Light carbonation with a slick mouthfeel. Light´n´easy drinking!

3. SCHWECHATER (AUT) ABV: 5.5%
WIENER LAGER
0,46L €2.80
An excellent “new beer“ brewed according to an age-old traditional Austrian recipe. Amber hazy in color with a small 
off-white head. Smells yeasty, buttery with some grain. Medium-bodied with soft carbonation and a slick mouthfeel. 
Flavour is malty, grainy with light sweetness, dry and a bitter finish. Perfect for regular drinking!

4. SCHLADMINGER (AUT) ABV: 5.2%
BIO ZWICKL
0,46L €2.80
This wonderful Austrian bio zwickl is made from 100% certified bio raw materials sourced in 
Austria aswell as pure mountain spring water from the Schladming area in the Austrian Alps. An 
unadulterated natural fruity organic zwickl beer, hazy straw in color with a medium white head. 
Aroma is of yeast, malty biscuits with hints of lemon and apricot. Taste is fruity and malty with gentle 
hop notes and low bitterness. 

5. WEIHENSTEPHANER (GER) ABV: 5.4%
WEISSBIER
0,46L €3.80
Brewed by the oldest brewery in the world according to centuries-old German brewing tradition, 
Weihenstephaner Weissbier is ranked among the very best in the world. It pours a beautiful hazy 
golden color with a huge white head. Full-bodied and smooth. Taste of banana, peach, yeast, 
medium sweetness finishing dry with hints of cloves.  A fantastic Weissbier!

6. SCHLEPPE (AUT) ABV: 5.3%
No.1 PALE ALE
0,46L €3.80
This award-winning American Pale Ale is brewed by the Schleppe brewery in Klagenfurt Austria. It 
pulls a hazy golden amber colour with a medium sized off-white head. Aroma light malty with light 
hop and citrus notes. Full-bodied taste with medium carbonation. Flavor is light malty and sweet 
citrus hops, lemon zest with hints of herbs and grass. 
A wonderful pale ale!

7. BERNARD (CZ) ABV: 4.9%
BOHEMIAN CZECH LAGER
0,46L €2,80
A clear golden lager with a big white head. Gentle aroma of malt and grass. Medium-bodied with medium 
carbonation. A classic lager with gentle sweetness and a light bitter aftertaste. Finish is well-balanced malt and dry 
hops. A superb Czech bohemian lager! 

8. BREWDOG (UK) ABV: 5.6%
PUNK IPA
0,46L €4.80
Punk IPA it is a tribute to the classic IPAs of yester-year with a modern twist. Somewhere between dark golden and 
light orange in color with a white head leaving nice retention and some lacing. Aroma mainly pineapple, lychee, citrus 
and cut grass. Bags of dry fruit flavors before bitter hops finish the deal. Probably the most iconic beer behind the UK 
craft beer revolution. A stunning beer!

9. KALTENHAUSEN (AUT) ABV: 5.5%
1475 PALE ALE
0,46L €2.80
1475 pale ale brings the centuries-old tradition of beer brewing in Kaltenhausen back to life. Hazy pale amber color 
with a creamy head. Hoppy aroma with fruits, citrus notes and grapes. Slightly malty flavour with citrus peel, fruits 
and herbal hop bitterness. Medium-bodied, creamy mouthfeel with soft carbonation. Slightly bitter and dry finish. A 
light and refreshing Austrian pale ale. 

10. TRUMER (AUT) ABV: 4.9%
AUSTRIAN PILSNER
0,46L €3.80
Trumer Pils is an exquisite pilsner brewed with dedication to craftsmanship. Trumer Pils’ aromatic nose, vigorous 
carbonation, and dry finish will satisfy the most demanding palate. A very distinguished pilsner!

11. O´HARA´S (IRL) ABV: 4.3%
IRISH RED ALE
0,46L €3.80
O´Hara´s Red pulls a slightly hazy copper red with a lasting foamy tan head. Good lacing.  Nose is caramel biscuit 
with a malty hop note. Medium body with a sticky texture. Soft carbonation. Flavor is semi-sweet malts upfront with 
earthy hops to finish semi-dry. 
Light easy drinking but full of taste! 

12. CREW REPUBLIC (GER) ABV: 6.4%
DRUNKEN SAILOR BAVARIAN IPA
0,46L €4,80
“Weigh the Anchor, Hoist the Sails! Ship Ahoi!” - The Drunken Sailor.
Rough seas, colossal waves and lashing winds, that was the life of the English sailors whose job it was to bring beer 
to colonial India. Only an insane amount of hops and high alcohol content helped it to withstand the perilous journey. 
Drunken Sailor brings this dangerous adventure and powerful taste into the 21st century. 
A fabulous Bavarian-style IPA. 

13. FULLERS (UK) ABV: 5.3%
ENGLISH IPA
0,46L €3,80
Pulls a clear golden orange color with a small head. Moderate aroma of caramel, raisins and grassy hops. A light 
sweet malt base with hints of biscuit. Hop flavour builds, spicy orange with medium bitterness. A well balanced and 
very pleasant IPA.

14. BEVOG KRAMAH (AUT) ABV: 7.0%
AUSTRIAN IPA
0,46L €4,80
The Bevog brewery use an insane amount of highly fruity aromatic hops which give Kramah a strong aroma of 
mango, lychee and other tropical fruits. Taste is also along these lines with a bitterness like biting into a fresh juicy 
grapefruit. A simple yet effective combination of malts providing enough support so the bitterness is well balanced. 
A great American style IPA made in Austria!

15. BEVOG BAJA (AUT) ABV: 5.8%
OATMEAL STOUT
0,46L €4,80
A beautiful dark stout. Pitch black with a beautiful red glow under bright light. A small head which quickly vanishes. 
Low lacing and low carbonation. A nice bittersweet malty stout aroma with a slight touch of hops. Taste of chocolate, 
coffee, caramel and toasted malts with a hint of hops. Medium body with a slightly creamy texture. 
A really good beer!

16. BEVOG DEETZ (AUT) ABV: 4.8%
AUSTRIAN GOLDEN ALE
0,46L €4,80
A clear pale golden ale with a big creamy white head. Nose is fruity, citrus and hoppy. Taste is stronger than the 
aroma with a bitter start, dry and hoppy. A very well-rounded and balanced ale from the Bevog brewery in Austria. 

17. STONE BREWING (USA) ABV: 6.9%
AMERICAN IPA
0,46L €4.80
This India Pale Ale is one of the most popular in the US. It is a hugely refreshing crisp extra hoppy brew. A 
golden beauty that explodes with tropical, citrusy, piny hop flavours and aromas all perfectly balanced by 
a subtle malt character. An excellent IPA!

18. O´HARA´S (IRL) ABV: 6.0%
LEANN FOLLAIN EXTRA IRISH STOUT
0,46L €3.80
Leann Follain is a superb full-boded extra Irish stout. It pours a very dark brown, essentially black but 
with mahogany edges in the light. Large creamy beige head. Aroma of roasted dark malts, ash and 
smoke. Bready chocolate and nutty malt flavour with plenty of roasted grain and a touch of smoke. 
Smooth and dry with a medium body. Rich creamy mouthfeel. Simply wonderful! 

19. O´HARA´S (IRL) ABV: 5.2%
IRISH PALE ALE
 0,46L €3.80
O´Hara´s Irish Pale Ale has a light malt base with just the right mouthfeel to allow the hop character 
to predominate. It pours a medium yellow with a white head leaving good lacing on the glass. Aroma 
is of fruity hops, citrus and sweet orange. Flavour is light to moderate sweet malt with a medium bitter 
aftertaste.                                 
Simply an excellent beer for regular enjoyment!

20. BEAVERTOWN (UK) ABV: 5.4%
GAMMA RAY TROPICAL PALE ALE
0,46L €4.80
Gamma Ray is a juicy tropical pale ale, rammed with juicy malts and massive tropical aromas of mango and 
grapefruit. The addition of large quantities of whole leaf American hops during the brewing process give it its huge 
hop flavor and aroma. 

21. LEFFE BLONDE (BE) ABV:6.6%
BELGIAN BLONDE ALE
0,46L €3.80
Leffe blonde, like all the Leffe beers, is a connoisseur beer and wonderfully easy to drink. A thin white head on a 
slowly carbonating translucent golden colored body. Spice and yeast aromas. Flavours of wheat, yeast, light citrus, 
bubble gum, cloves, honey, biscuit and banana. Medium-bodied with a creamy finish. Great beer!   

22. THORNBRIDGE (UK) ABV: 5.9%
VIENNA IPA
0,46L €4.80
Hazy golden amber in color with a medium sized white head. Aromas of tropical fruits, sweet malts, biscuits and 
pines. Medium bodied and medium carbonation. Taste of caramel, malt, peach, orange, grapefruit and floral hops. A 
lovely fruity IPA with a light bitter-sweet finish.

23. THE WILD BEER CO. (UK) ABV: 4.0%
POGO HOPPY FRUITY PALE ALE
0,46L €4.80
This American Pale Ale is a hoppy fruit bomb. Cloudy golden in color with a small white head. Fruity aroma of hops, 
resin and pine needles. Malt body with lots of sweet orange and tropical juiciness. A perfectly refreshing ale!

24. SIERRA NEVADA (USA) ABV: 5.0%
AMERICAN PALE ALE
0,46L €4.80
Before prohibition there were 1750 breweries operating in the US. By 1980 that number had fallen to less than 
100! Now, thanks to the craft beer revolution, that number has grown to over 2000. These breweries produce a huge 
variety of beer styles and tastes and Sierra Nevada is one of those. Sierra Nevada American Pale Ale pours a clear 
dark golden color with a small tan head. Its unique piny and grapefruits aromas come from the use of whole cone 
american hops. Flavor is grapefruit, pines and caramel with a bitter sweet finish. Medium carbonation, medium body 
with a silky mouthfeel.

25. NEWCASTLE (UK) ABV: 4.7%
ENGLISH BROWN ALE
0,46L €3.80
Pulls a clear brownish copper color with a quickly disappearing  foamy beige head. Toasted malt nose, slightly 
sweet and hoppy. Smooth and flavorful with sweet toasted malt. Light sourness in the middle with a slightly bitter 
aftertaste. 
Pleasant and enjoyable beer!

26. TINY REBEL (UK) ABV: 4.4%
WELSH BLOND ALE
0,46L €4.80
A cloudy golden body with a long-lived creamy off-white head. Moderate aroma of sweet tropical fruits, pale malts 
and orange. Quiet a strong flavour of grapefruit and fruits, pine and grass, with caramel in the background. Light 
sweetness and a moderate bitter taste. Nice lively carbonation with a slightly dry spicy bitterness to the end.         
A little pocket-rocket of a beer!

27. STONE BREWING (USA) ABV: 7.2%
ARROGANT BASTARD STRONG AMERICAN ALE
0,46L €4.80
“You probably won’t like this beer! I doubt you have the taste or sophistication to appreciate an ale of this quality and 
depth!” – Stone Brewing
Pours red dark copper in color with a big fluffy firm head. Looks fantastic. Aroma of bitter grapefruit and other 
tropical fruits, elderflower and some dark cherry. Heavy hoppy bitterness. Alcohol perfectly hidden. Full-bodied with 
soft carbonation and a bitter finish. Very smooth and tasty beer!
28. FLYING DOG (USA) ABV: 4.7%
EASY IPA
0,46L €4.80
Perfect for easy drinking. This Easy IPA is a light-bodied brew with huge citrus notes upfront that blend perfectly with 
peach and apricot softness. Biscuit malt notes float in the background and it is very crisp and refreshing.

29. HOFSTÄTTNER (AUT) ABV: 5.3%
KÜBELBIER
0,46L €2.80 
Hofstättner brewers have always maintained that the freshest beer comes directly from the tank. As the 500-
year-old tradion goes, on special occasions brewery workers would fill buckets (Kübel) with beer directly from the 
fermentation tanks and hence ensuring the flavourful protein and yeast remained. This extremely fresh unfiltered 
beer is fuller and more aromatic because none of the proteins, yeast or hop essences have been filtered out. This 
centuries-old tradition has been brought back to life by the Hoffstättner brewery in this wonderful Austrian beer!

30. LEFFE BRUIN (BEL) ABV: 6.5%
BELGIAN ABBEY DUBBEL
0,46L €3.80 
A traditional Belgian abbey ale which pours clear purple brown with a creamy beige head. Aroma very malty, grains 
with some caramel. Toasted dark caramel malt taste, dark chocolate, dark berries and spices. Sweetness well 
balanced against the medium bitter toffee malt finish. Smooth and full-bodied. A complex and well brewed Belgian 
ale.  

31. DOMREP (AUT) ABV: 5.2%
HOPPY AUSTRIAN PILSNER
0,46L €3.80
Pulls a slightly hazy straw color with a big creamy white head. Aroma of fermented pear, peaches, grains and slightly 
sweet. Great taste – mandarin, grapefruit, light malt sweetness with a smooth bitterness. Not really a pilsner, more 
like a pale ale.
Easily one of the best beers in Austria!

32. BEVOG OND (AUT) ABV: 6.3%
SMOKED PORTER
0,46L €4.80
Pours a very dark ruby brown color with a small lasting beige head. Aroma of chocolate, light smoked cheese, 
blackberry, plum, blueberry and mango. Moderate sweetness and medium roasted bitterness. Medium body, soft 
carbonation and a slick texture.  Dry finish with a sharp floral bitterness. A very complex smoked porter.

33. ANCHOR (USA) ABV: 5.9%
LIBERTY ALE
0,46L €4.80
As the first modern  single-hop American IPA brewed after prohibition, Anchor 
Liberty Ale is truly the original craft-brewed ale that started a worldwide beer 
revolution. Pours a hazy golden color with a medium-sized off-white head. Average 
carbonation. Hoppy aroma with citrus notes. Somewhat bitter hoppy flavour with 
a big citrus element. Bitternesss is mellow on the palate. A classic Californian 
pioneer!  

34. BEVOG RUDEEN (AUT) ABV: 7.4%
BLACK IPA
 0,46L €4.80
Rudeen is creamy, refreshing and bitter at the same time. Its deep mahogany black 
colour is not only for the looks but also hides a generous amount of chocolaty 
caramel roastiness. Hops gives it a huge fruity and resiny aroma and taste.Close your eyes, smell and then taste this 
bold beer which marries stout, porter and a big IPA. This is simply a damn good black IPA!

35. HOUBLON CHOUFFE (BEL) ABV: 9.0%
BELGIAN ABBEY IMPERIAL IPA
0,46L €4.80
Houblon Chouffe is a very unique marriage between the English tradition of IPAs, the new-age American imperial 
IPAs and the classic Belgian style of brewing beer. Although very much hopped as it is, Houblon Chouffe showcases 
the unique balance between a very strong IPA and a very special Belgian triple. Pours hazy golden in color with a 
large foamy bubbly head with thick lacing. Orange, citrusy and bready malt aroma. Flavors of citrus, earthy hops, 
some mild spices, pretty sweet with some bitternesss. Lively carbonation. A beautifully magnificient balanced beer!

37. BRLO (GER) ABV: 6.0%
GERMAN PALE ALE
0,46L €3.80
World Beer Silver Award Winner 2017!
A wonderful unfiltered ale with a beautiful hoppy aroma created through “ dry hopping”. Hazy golden orange in color 
with an off-white head. Taste of sweet spices , orange, caramel, marmalade on toast, sweet pink grapefruit and 
bready yeast with a bitter finish. More malty and less hoppy than the average American pale ale. A fantastic beer!

36. EINSTÖCK (IS) ABV: 5.2%
ICELANDIC WHITE ALE
0,46L €3.80
Brewed in the centuries old Belgian tradition of brewing beer, this white ale features the complex flavours of 
the classic Witbier including orangepeel and coriander, all brewed with pure Icelandic water that delivers a cool 
smoothness that is flavourful and refreshing.  Cloudy satin-like pale yellow in color with a soft fine white foam. Sweet 
malty aromas together with some bitter hops, delicious zesty orangepeel and coriander with a yeasty touch. Beautiful 
taste of sweet maltiness and biscuit. Orange and coriander blend in nicely which together with a creamy yeast flavour 
create an amazing Witbier. Medium-bodied, smooth texture and medium carbonation. A great white Ale!

38. PALM (BEL) ABV: 5.2%
BELGIAN AMBER ALE
0,46L €3.80
Palm ale has long been one of Europes top-selling speciality beers. Made with English hops, French barley and 
Belgian yeast, Palm Ale represents the very best of European beer-making tradition. Pours clear amber with a huge 
foamy head. Aroma of malted barley, yeast and wheat. Flavours of malt, grains, mild hops and a little spice with some 
bitterness to finish. 

OUR TAP BEERS
(50 Beers on tap / vom Fass)

39. KRIEK BOON (BEL) ABV: 4.0%
LAMBIC FRUIT BEER
0,46L €4.80
Kriek Boon is a traditional Belgian lambic fruit beer. It is brewed according to the traditional lambic style of 
spontaneous fermentation with only fresh cherries being used. Watery blood red in color with a vanishing white head. 
Aroma of sweet cherry and liquorice along with a distinct sour tang. Flavors of cherry and brandy with a sweetish 
finish. Medium body and low-carbonation. A funky lambic drinking sensation!

40. TEGERNSEER (GER) ABV: 5.0%
HELLES
0,46L €2.80
The quintessential Bavarian helles beer with over one thousand years of brewing tradition.  Pulls clear pale yellow in 
color with a stable white head. Clean malty aromas of bread, crushed grains and flowery hops. Taste is well-rounded 
malty bread, cereals and subtle hop bitterness. Light body, medium carbonation, crisp mouthfeel with a dry malty 
finish. Really good well-rounded malty lager!
41. DELIRIUM TREMENS (BEL) ABV: 8.5%
BELGIAN ALE
0,46L €4.80
Pours a clear golden amber color with a huge rocky white head with lots of lacing. Intense aroma of spices, peaches, 
berries, banana and citrus malt. Taste is thick, dry, spicy and a tad sour with honey, hops, lemon and a sweet finish. 
Voted “Best Beer in the World” in 1998.

42. BLANCHE DE BRUXELLES (BEL) ABV: 4.5%
WITBIER
0,46L €3.80
This beer is really very unique and not like any other beer. The high percentage of wheat used in the brewing process 
gives it its cloudy appearance. Aromas of lemon, wheat, cinnamon, spices and banana. Mouthfeel is light, medium 
body with light crisp carbonation. Light and smooth sweet taste with a light hoppy bitterness to finish. 

43. BLAK STOC (AUT) ABV: 4.5%
WILD TREE HOPPY AUSTRIAN CIDER
0,46L €4.80
Handcrafted Austrian cider with natural orchard apples from the Styrian hills in southern Austria. The use of English 
ale yeast and a generous twist of hops result in this super cider. Pours fizzy cloudy straw yellow color with a white 
head. Aroma is apple, floral, hoppy, grass, citrus and herbal hops. Taste is tart apple with sweet notes and dry to 
finish. Medium body with soft carbonation, almost creamy like good apple juice. Amazingly well-balanced cider-
Respect!

44. ASPALL (UK) ABV: 5.5%
DRY ENGLISH CIDER 
0,46L €4.80
Aspall is a celebration of hundreds of years of English cider-making tradition. Pale white wine color with no head. Dry 
and refreshing. Aroma is juicy sweet apples with lots of bubbles, almost champagne-like. Light mouthfeel, refreshing 
and thirst-quenching. Bloody lovely cider!

45. BEVOG TAK (AUT) ABV: 5.5%
AUSTRIAN PALE ALE
0,46L €4.80
Pale ale originates from England but the Bevog brewery has brewed Tak their own way, 
resulting in a beautifully balanced beer that is dangerously drinkable. The base of the 
beer is formed by a simple combination of caramelized malts overlaid with four types of 
hops that give it a fresh, fruity aroma and refreshing taste. Try it for yourself!

46. THORNBRIDGE (UK) ABV: 4.5%
I LOVE YOU STRAWBERRY BLOND ALE
0,46L €4.80
A beautiful blond ale brewed with real strawberries. Pours a hazy, light reddish pink color 
with a creamy white head. Tropical aroma with lots of strawberry, fruity yeast and wheats. 
Flavour is sweet and light hoppy. Nice mouthfeel. Light and sexy drinking!

47. THORNBRIDGE (UK) ABV: 6.8%
COCOA WONDERLAND CHOCOLATE PORTER
0,46L €4.80
“Like drinking liquid chocolate” . Pours almost black with a pale cream head. Aroma of dark chocolate and cocoa, 
slightly milky with vanilla notes. Medium body with a smooth silky texture and finish. Taste is sweet milky cocoa, 
molasses, coffee and raisins. Wow, very impressive!

48. LA GUILLOTINE (BEL) ABV: 8.5%
BELGIAN ALE
0,46L €4.80
Bready medium-bodied blond ale with a good strong alcohol kick. Hazy golden appearance with a thick white head. 
Aroma of fruits, banana and apricots, Belgian yeast, clove and orange.  Bittersweet taste with a dry finish. Complex, 
well-balanced, intense, warming . A pleasure to drink. A powerful Belgian ale!

49. DELIRIUM RED (BEL) ABV: 8.0%
BELGIAN FRUIT BEER
0,46L €4.80
Deep red color with a light pink head. Good lacing. Soft fruity aroma with hints of almond and sour cherries. Sweet 
and fruity taste with a good balance between sweet and sour. Sweet, fruity and delicious!

50. ST.BERNARDUS TRIPLE (BEL) ABV: 8.0%
BELGIAN TRIPLE ALE
0,46L €4.80
St. Bernardus is a beautiful Belgian triple abbey beer with a well-balanced harmonious taste.  Cloudy golden in color 
with a medium off-white head. Many layers of aromas and flavours with apple, pear, plum, spice, toffee, grains and 
orangepeel. Crisp flavour with a pleasant  bitterness. Full-bodied with a lively sharp sparkle, properly spiced with 
loads of smooth toffee sweetness.  A very special Belgian triple ale!


